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America’s Fully Developed Suburbs
The First Suburbs   
Social and economic conditions in 
America’s fully developed suburbs       
put many of these areas are at the 
cutting edge of economic social and      ,     
political change in American 
t litme ropo an areas. 
Many first suburbs must deal with 






new America (and where America         
needs to go). They are walkable, 
transit friendly densely developed‐ ,     
and diverse (racially, economically, 
liti ll )po ca y .
Stabilizing these communities is 
crucial if we are to deal with sprawl              , 
segregation and inequality.
It is also crucial for repairing our 
econom Contin ing spra ly.  u   w , 
segregation and inequality wastes 
resources in First Suburbs—areas 
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and Housing Policy in Portland       

Sprawl‐inducing Transportation Policy –



















Population by Community Type






Central Cities Predominantly Non-
white Suburbs
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and concentrated poverty in older suburbs         
• Fiscal equity initiatives—tax‐base sharing; state aid 
for schools, cities and towns that reduce reliance on
local property taxes   
• Get organized – build state and regional organizations of
first suburbs fully developed communities with Building 
ONE America
